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The planets align……………..
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What lined up?

• Public disenchantment with FPTP and the two major parties

• A plausible alternative 

• Well-organised proponents of change

• Good luck/political miscalculations by the two major parties
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The game changer

• 1986 Royal Commission report on the Electoral System

• Independent, highly respected, persuasive

• Recommended –
◦ NZ adopt MMP with a 120 seat Parliament, 60 electorate seats, 60 list 

seats, a 4% party vote threshold and a one electorate seat waiver

◦ The Māori seats be abolished (if MMP adopted)

◦ A binding referendum be held with 1987 election on whether NZ should 
adopt MMP
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The political response

• Both main parties strongly opposed to PR

• Both resist reform

• Both eventually find themselves promising referenda on electoral 
reform 
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The 1992 Indicative and 1993 Binding Referenda
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The system of MMP adopted in 1993

• 120 seat Parliament

• 65 electorate seats (including 5 Māori seats)

• 55 list seats 

• 5% party vote threshold and one electorate seat waiver
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Preparing for the first MMP election 

• Public education on new system

• New boundaries (from 99 electorates to 65)

• New electoral administrative systems

• Political parties – new systems, arrangements, culture

• Media – moving beyond the ‘two horse race’
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Preparing for multi-party government

• Government formation 

• Parliament 

• Executive 

• Public service 
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Postscript – the 2011 referendum on MMP

• Should New Zealand keep the Mixed Member 
Proportional (MMP) voting system?

• If New Zealand were to change to another voting 
system, which voting system would you choose?

• First Past the Post system (FPP)

• Preferential Voting system (PV)

• Single Transferable Vote system (STV)

• Supplementary Member system (SM)
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What would happen as a result?

Half vote to 
keep MMP

Independent 
review to 

recommend 
changes

Electoral 
Commission 

responsible for 
review

More than half 
vote for change

Government to 
decide if 

referendum held 
in 2014

Choose between 
MMP and system 
with most votes 

in 2011  
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57.8% voted to keep MMP 

57.8%

42.2%
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MMP Review Process

Timeframe Activity Participation

13 Feb – 31 May
2012

Consultation Paper 
released for public 
submissions

Over 4,600 
submissions received

April – May 2012 Public Hearings
120 people were 
heard in person

13 August – 7 
September 2012

Proposals Paper 
released for public 
submissions

Over 1,000 
submissions received

31 October 2012

Final Report to the 
Minister for 
presentation to 
Parliament13 Source: NZ Electoral Commission



2012 REVIEW OF MMP

HAD to consider were:

• the thresholds

• list MPs standing in by-elections

• dual candidacy

• who should decide the order of candidates on a party list

• what should happen when an overhang occurs

• the effects of population growth on the ratio of electorate seats to list seats

The issues the Commission 

COULD NOT consider were:

• the number of MPs

• Māori representation

The Commission recommended several changes to the MMP system, the main points: 

• lowering the party threshold to 4 per cent

• abolishing the one electorate seat threshold

• abolishing the provision for overhang seats

• that Parliament consider fixing the percentage ratio of electorate to list seats at 60:40

Recommendations
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How MMP works in NZ
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NZ’s system of Government
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• New Zealand is a constitutional monarchy, which is based on the British Westminster system

• The country’s laws are made by Parliament

• New Zealand has a single chamber of Parliament which consists of

• the House of Representatives - which generally has 120 MPs

• the Governor-General - who does not personally attend the House

• Citizens and permanent residents who are aged 18 years and over are required to enrol to vote

• Voting is not compulsory

• Elections are held every three years

• New Zealand also has sub-national elected government bodies including territorial local 
authorities, district health boards, and school boards of trustees

New Zealand is a parliamentary democracy



Key features of NZ’s voting system

Voting
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• Election Day is always on a Saturday

• Advance Voting and Overseas Voting available 17 days before election day

• Voters can vote at any voting place in New Zealand

• There were 485 advance voting places and 2,378 election day voting places open 
throughout the country for 2017 General Election 

• Voting places are open from 9am – 7pm on Election Day

• All voting places can issue votes for their home General and Māori Electorates

• All voting places can issue special votes for other electorates or if voter is not on roll.



Mixed Member Proportional (MMP)
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Introduction to MMP

• Usually 120 seats in Parliament BUT can be more or less

• Voters have two votes – one Party vote and one 
Electorate vote

• MMP is a proportional system – the party vote largely 
decides the total number of seats a party gets in 
parliament

• Two types of MPs – Electorate and List

• Coalitions or agreements between political parties are 
usually needed to form Governments.

Source: NZ Electoral Commission



The Ballot Paper
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The Ballot Paper

• Candidates listed in alphabetical order with 
party listed against them

• Parties with no candidates for electorate 
then listed alphabetically

• Voting options are:

• Vote for candidate and party

• Vote for candidate only

• Vote for party only

• Leave ballot paper blank

Source: NZ Electoral Commission



Electorate seats

New Zealand is divided into 72 electorates

• 65 general electorates 

• 7 Māori electorates

• Electorate MPs elected by first past the post

• MP represents their electorate in Parliament

• Electorate names and boundaries are 
reviewed by an independent statutory body 
after every population Census
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List seats

• List seats ‘top up’ electorate seats

• Only registered political parties can contest 
List seats

• Parties must win one electorate seat or 5% of 
party votes to qualify for list seats 

• List MPs elected from party lists 

• Sainte-Laguë formula used to determine the 
allocation of list seats
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Allocation of Seats
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Sainte-Laguë Formula

• Electoral quotients calculated (refer to List Seats tab in 
resource folder)

• Highest 120 electoral quotients selected

• List seats allocated to each party to ‘top up’ electorate seats

• Remaining candidates selected in order of preference until 
all list seats are allocated

Overhang Seat

• An overhang seat occurs if a party wins more electorate seats than it would be entitled to under its 
share of the party vote.

• Where this happens:

• The party keeps all its electorate seats

• The number of list seats allocated to other parties is increased by the number of overhang seats

• This has the effect of increasing the size of Parliament

Source: NZ Electoral Commission



How MMP works in 2 minutes

https://elections.nz/democracy-in-nz/what-is-mmp/
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